IL Tornabuoni –
Luxury Hotel in
Italy

Five-Star
Florence,

Located in Florence Italy, IL Tornabuoni is a new five-star
independent luxury hotel. This luxury hotel is found along Via
Tornabuoni in the historic 12th century Palazzo Minerbetti. In
addition, the elegant and stylish property features 62
tastefully designed rooms and suites in the heart of
Renaissance Florence.
The amazing Italian city of Florence is experiencing a rebirth
and a return of tourism. As a result, the hotel’s historic
building is one of the most prestigious in Via Tornabuoni. The
building was acquired by Hines European Core Fund (HECF) in
2016. Plus, it spans over six floors and dates back to the XV
Century.
Stunning Interior Design
Each of the five floors at IL Tornabuoni’s are a design with a
distinct color scheme. Hence, it represents the Renaissance
period and embodies the city’s rich history and artistic
magnificence. Continuing, the interior design features
distinct regal and bold gem colors. Included are vibrant
teals, deep blues, sunny yellows, energetic vermillion and
soft greys. For example, the wallpaper in each room and suite
is custom designed by Auletta. Hence, the lush fabrics
including silk, rich velvet and wool were used for the
furnishings.

Ultra Luxury Accommodations
Most of the luxury hotel’s rooms and suites provide two double
beds for guests. Not a surprise, that rarity does not exist in
much of Italy and Europe. Continuing, the incredible bathrooms
recall the lavishness of ancient spas. Many of the IL
Tornabuoni suites offer stunning views of the Duomo, Santa
Maria del Fiore, and the famous Cupola del Brunelleschi. Also,
enjoy views of the picturesque Arno River and Il Ponte
Vecchio. Of course, the restored Minerbetti Palazzo has
retained much of its heritage with state-of-the-art avantGarde interiors. For instance, the property’s opulent look and
feel perfectly blends historic prestige with modern day
beauty.
Unbelievable Fine Dining
Guests of IL Tornabuoni are invited to enjoy three dining
establishments throughout the property. First, IL Magnifico
Restaurant & Bistrot is on the ground floor. It’s a tribute to
Tuscan gastronomic traditions with Executive Chef Massimiliano

Mandozzi at the helm. Chef Mandozzi and his team will focus on
local and seasonal ingredients for IL Magnifico’s everevolving menus. Therefore, there will be a strong emphasis on
vegetables including the famous cavolo nero (Tuscan black
kale) and legumes such as native cannellini beans
The restaurant’s Pietra Serena floors are a gray sandstone.
They are used extensively in Renaissance Florence. For
example, they lend to the rich Florentine atmosphere while
leather chairs in a harmony of grey and beige add warmth. IL
Magnifico enjoys the soft play of natural light during the day
and also boasts an intimate outdoor seating environment.
Second, IL Tornabuoni’s Lucie Gourmet rooftop restaurant opens
up onto the elegant Butterfly terrace. Enjoy overlooking Santa
Maria Novella, San Frediano and the Ognissanti Church. Plus,
see other amazing sites in Florence’s Renaissance skyline. The
luxury restaurant’s interior design consists of graceful pink
and bold peacock. Of course, indoor and outdoor spaces offer
breathtaking views and a sophisticated setting to enjoy a
convivial lunch or aperitivo with signature cocktails.
Last, but definitely not least, IL Magnifico Café & Champagne
Bar is on the main floor. This fine establishment serves
bubbles from only the most sought after Italian and French
maison.
In conclusion, The Life of Luxury offers a wide variety of
luxury services and products, From VIP experiences, luxury
travel to Hermes Birkin handbags and luxury watches.

If you are looking for a memorable luxury vacation,
visit Florence Italy. Experience the amazing
Renaissance City and stay at the IL Tornabuoni luxury
hotel.

